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1 Introduction
At their September 2007 meeting in Fredericton, New Brunswick, the Joint Councils (Public Sector
CIO Council (PSCIOC) and Public Sector Service Delivery Council (PSSDC) approved a joint
proposal from the Chief Information Officer, Peel Region (representing MISA/ASIM Canada) and the
Chief Architect for the Government of Canada. The proposal  was  to  “develop  a  detailed  proposal  for  
establishing a pan-Canadian  reference  model  standard  and  sharing  infrastructure”.    
The work of developing the pan-Canadian  reference  model  called  the  “Canadian  Governments  
Reference  Model”  (CGRM)  was  subsequently assigned to the Service Mapping Subcommittee
(SMSC) of the Joint Councils.
This document represents the first release of the CGRM. It is anticipated that this work will be further
enhanced and extended in subsequent annual or semi-annual releases until the CGRM reaches a
level of completeness and stability, such that less frequent releases may be required.
The  CGRM  is  built  on  the  “Governments  of  Canada  Strategic  Reference  Model”  (GSRM)  which  was  
initially developed between 2002 and 2004. The GSRM, in turn builds upon work previously done on
the  Municipal  Reference  Mode  (MRM)  in  the  early/mid  1990’s  and  the  Public  Service  Reference  
Model (PSRM) which was developed by the Province of Ontario toward the end of the 1990s and into
2000.
The CGRM will:
Establish a core set of terms for which a standard set of definitions would be helpful;
Document existing definitions for and usage of such terms in the GSRM, PSRM, MRM and
other sources (e.g. in use by the various jurisdictions);
Develop a set of target definitions, which reflect common elements of the reviewed definitions
and which may be considered for use by jurisdictions, especially where no established
definition is in place;
Deliver (for approval) the proposed set of terms, existing and target definitions to a
Subcommittee or Configuration Change Board, and ultimately to the Joint Councils.
The CGRM is designed to be a living document that will evolve over time with configuration and
change management provided by the Service Mapping Subcommittee (SMSC), supported by the
Institute for Citizen-Centred Service (ICCS).
This document has two main sections as follows. The diagram to the right illustrates how the various
specifications in these two sections align to work together.
1. Canadian Governments Reference Model (CGRM) – Core Elements
This contains a small set of core terms or elements that are
broadly used by the contributing jurisdictions and which, by
agreement, have been accepted as CGRM Core Elements.
For each term is provided:
a  “Target  Definition” that seeks to encapsulate a common
meaning and which may be used by jurisdictions to situate
their own definitions or may even be adopted by some
jurisdictions for their own use – e.g. where no established
definition is in place.
“Notes”  summarizing  common elements and variances in
how the term/concept is used in the contributing
jurisdictions.
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2. Jurisdictional Reference Models
A  series  of  “Annexes”  provide  more  complete  documentation  of  the  reference  models  in  actual  use  
in various Canadian Government jurisdictions. Contributions to date include the governments of
Canada, Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and the Municipal Information Systems Association (MISA).
Contributions  from  additional  jurisdictions  will  be  added,  as  available.    A  “Recap  of  Jurisdictional
Definitions  Observed”  table  precedes  the  Annexes.

6
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2 Canadian Governments Reference Model (CGRM) Core
Elements
2.1 Need
Target Definition:
A requirement or desire of a TARGET GROUP.
Notes:
Need is commonly expressed as a requirement that derives from a problem or condition of a
Target Group. In the jurisdictions surveyed, the definitions are generally consistent. That need
then becomes the focus that a program or group of services is intended to address. Need is
generally described as a public need, but some jurisdictions also recognize internal needs.
Some jurisdictions also distinguish tacit or latent needs, which have not yet been recognized
or addressed by government programs or services.
Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Need: a requirement or desire of a TARGET GROUP.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Need: a condition or situation in which something is required for a given target
group. It is expressed as a statement of the problem or condition of the target group
that the program is intended to address.
Government  of  Quebec  (proposé  pour  l’AEG):  
- Besoin: Désignation d'élément de demande de service en provenance de groupes
cibles (clients) à l'adresse d'une organisation et dérivé d'un événement, d'un
contexte d'affaires ou d'une obligation.
Government of Alberta (current draft proposed for GAEA Version 2.2. This is still revisable):
- Need: a lack of something requisite, desirable, or useful to an individual or a group of
people.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Need: <in MRM v1 this term is used, although without being explicitly defined.>

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.2 Program
Target Definition:
An accountable mandate with resources to achieve goals and outcomes that address
identified Needs of an eligible Target Group.
Notes:
Although the concept of a program is widely used in Canadian jurisdictions, its use is varied
across jurisdictions and even within different contexts (e.g. budgeting versus service planning)
within the same jurisdiction. Some common themes are:
Programs meet needs (of target groups and/or customers).
Programs  derive  from  “policy”  (undefined)  or  a  mandate  provided  from  “governors”;;
Programs are delivered through a set of services, activities, or projects (or a combination
of all of these);
Programs (through their services, activities or projects) consume resources
Programs deliver results, expressed as broad outcomes, which relate to needs
Programs may be used only for public programs in some jurisdictions, whereas others may
refer to both public and internal (provider) programs;
Programs are frequently used as a management or budgetary construct, providing both an
accountability framework and a basis for funding allocations.
Programs are frequently used as a basis for service or business planning to determine the
appropriate mix of services, activities or projects required to achieve the identified program
goals
Programs may be further classified into sub-programs, based on either a further refinement
of either the target group or the need to be addressed.
Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Program: a group of related RESOURCE inputs and ACTIVITIES that are managed
to meet specific NEEDs and to achieve intended RESULTs.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Program: a mandate conferred from the governors of the enterprise to achieve goals
and outcomes that address the identified needs of a target group.
Government  of  Quebec  (approuvé  en  l’AEG):
- Programme: Élément de plan d'action découlant d'une politique d'une organisation
qui consiste en un ensemble de mesures et projets visant l'atteinte de résultats
auprès de clientèles admissibles au moyen de services d'affaires.
Government of Alberta (approved in GAEA Version 2.1. This is potentially revisable):
- Program: a recognized set of processes and delivery mechanisms designed and
implemented to serve the needs of specific stakeholders and achieve specific
measurable targets. A program is implemented through one or more services.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Program: A management concept intended to manage the Service delivered to
defined segments of the public (target groups), or the public collectively, to meet a
particular (defined) need or accomplish a social goal.

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.3 Program Fields
Target Definition:
A set of categories that can be used to classify government programs according to the Needs
that they address.
Notes:
As  with  “Program”,  Program  Fields  may  be  applied  only  to  public  programs  or  to  both  public  
and internal (provider) programs.
Rather than classifying programs according to the needs that they address, the Government of
Quebec has proposed a classification of needs, with a further breakdown into the needs of
individuals and the needs of businesses or institutions.
Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Program Fields:
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Program Field: The Federal Government classifies programs according to the needs
they  meet.  Needs  are  grouped  into  larger  program  “fields”.
Government  of  Quebec  (proposé  pour  l’AEG):  
NOTE  in  the  defintion  of  “Besoin:”:  La  classification  des  besoins  de  la  clientèle  
reconnaît :
1- les catégories de besoins individuels soit physiologiques de base ou santé et
sécurité, participation sociale ou non-exclusion, estime de soi, épanouissement; et
les catégories de besoins collectifs, soit les ressources, la protection contre le risque
et la mitigation de menace, ainsi que l'accomplissement.
2- les catégories de besoins des entreprises et institutions : taxes, subventions et
autres transactions financières, licences et permis, obligations de rapport, etc.
Government of Alberta (current draft proposed for GAEA Version 2.2. This is still revisable):
- Program Fields: an emerging pan-Canadian standard set of 23 broad areas of
need. They are called the GSRM Program Fields.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Program Fields: <this term was not strictly defined in MRM v1. The initial evolution
of  the  concept  is  nonetheless  in  evidence  (see  page  57,  below)  in  the  MRM  v1’s  
sample inventory of 19 Municipal Programs.>

The details of the actual categories in use in various Canadian government jurisdictions can
be found in the annexes. A checkmark in the below table shows where, except for small
considerations of grammar or formatting, these specifications were observed to be identical.
Program Fields
Actual Categories in
Use

Government
of Canada
(see Annex 1)

Government
of Ontario
(see Annex 2)

gouvernment
du Quebec
(see Annex 3)

Government
of Alberta
(see Annex 4)

Municipal
Government
(see Annex 5)

Public Program Fields

Provider Program
Fields

The GOC has a
unique set of
categories defined in
its profile of internal
services

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.4 Outcome
Target Definition:
A measurable change in the level of need of an individual client or the aggregate need of a
target group, directly attributable to the delivery of a service or a program.
Notes:
While generally consistent, the definitions indicate some variation:
Is  the  change  “directly  attributable”  or  attributable  only  in part to the delivery of a service or
program?
Is  “outcome”  related  only  to  a  program  or  service,  or  also  to  other  activities  (policy,  
initiative, project) of government?
Do we need to refer to both individual clients and the target group, or is target group
sufficient?
Outcomes are typically further qualified (e.g. as immediate, intermediate or ultimate (final),
expected, direct, etc.) within a jurisdiction to show a hierarchy or chain. See the Annexes for
specific examples where this is done by government organizations across Canada.
Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Outcome: An external consequence attributed, in part, to an organization, policy,
PROGRAM, or initiative.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Outcome: a measurable change in the level of need of an individual client or the
aggregate need of a target group, directly attributable to the delivery of a service
or a program.
Government of Quebec (approuvé en l’AEG):  
- Résultat: Effet mesurable visant à satisfaire les besoins d'un groupe cible.
Government of Alberta (current draft proposed for GAEA Version 2.2. This is still revisable):
- Outcome: Desirable trend in the level of a target group need.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Outcome: <in MRM v1 this term is used, although without being explicitly
defined.>

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.5 Service
Target Definition:
Provision of specific outputs that satisfy one or more needs of clients and contribute to the
achievement of program goals.
Notes:
Like  “program”  the  concept  of  a  service  is  used  in  most  or  all  jurisdictions  with  reasonable  
consistency in use. Some common themes are:
Services represent the point at which something of value (a service output) is transferred
to a client
Within an accountability or budget framework, a service may be referred to as an activity or
sub (sub-sub) activity
Services may be made up of processes which deliver intermediate outputs (i.e. to other
processes). However, it is the transfer of the final output to the client which defines the
service.
Services contribute to broader program or service outcomes through the provision of their
specific outputs – e.g. delivering an immunization (output) is intended to contribute to
reduction in incidence of the specific disease against which the client is being immunized
(service outcome) and, ultimately to improvement of the overall health of the community
(program outcome).
The client group for a service is a subset of the target group for the program, of which the
service is a part. Similarly, the need addressed by the service may be a subset of the
broader need addressed by the program.
Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Service: a means, administered by a PROGRAM, of delivering a SERVICE
OUTPUT.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Service: provision of specific outputs that satisfy the needs of clients and
contribute to the achievement of Program goals.
Government  of  Quebec  (À  reviser  en  l’AEG):  
- Service d'affaires. Un moyen, généralement administré par un programme, de
produire un résultat final valorisé (c.-à-d., extrant de service) servant à répondre à
un ou plusieurs besoins du groupe cible.
Government of Alberta (approved in GAEA Version 2.1. This is potentially revisable):
- Service: work performed by or on behalf of the Government of Alberta for a
customer that provides value as perceived by both the Government of Alberta and
the customer. Services are planned, developed, delivered and maintained by
performing business activities.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Service: an operational concept where something of value is provided to individual
members of the public or defined members of the public (target groups) or the
public collectively.

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.6 Service Output
Target Definition:
The output of a Service delivered to a client.
Notes:

Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Service Output: a type of OUTPUT that has fulfilled the established purpose or
completed production from the service provider's perspective as well as fulfilled
intent or full obtainable value from the SERVICE RECIPIENT's perspective.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Service Output: the final valued output of a service delivered to a client, measured
by  quantitative  “units  of  service  delivery”.
Government  of  Quebec  (approuvé  en  l’AEG):
- Extrant de service: Extrant de processus correspondant à un résultat direct livré à un
usager.
Government of Alberta (current draft proposed for GAEA Version 2.2. This is still revisable):
- Service Output: an output with characteristics that distinguish it from outputs of a
service process in the same context.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Service Delivery Unit: A complete unit of value provided during service delivery, e.g.:
transit from one point to another, an inspected building.

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.7 Service Output Types
Target Definition:
A set of categories that classify public sector Services according to the type of Service Output
that they produce.
Notes:
There is a common need to adopt or adopt a means of classifying service outputs. The
classification schema contained in the GSRM Version 2 published with BTEP was generally
accepted as a starting point for jurisdictions. This table has been re-adopted within updated
GSRM V3 (draft) which is located in Annex 1 (Federal contribution).
Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Service Output Type: a classification of SERVICE OUTPUTs.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Service Output Type: the 19 service output types proposed by the Governments of
Canada Strategic Reference Model.
Government of Quebec    (approuvé  en  l’AEG):  
- Type de résultat: On peut identifier des patrons de processus de production et de
livraison ainsi que des mesures de performance pour former des groupes d'extrants de
service. Un tel schème de classification est proposé dans le MRSG avec 19 types
d'extrant de service ou genre de service rendu.
Government of Alberta (current draft proposed for GAEA Version 2.2. This is still revisable):
- Service Output Type: an emerging pan-Canadian standard set of 19 distinct types of
service outputs. They are called the GSRM Service Output Types.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Service Output Type: <this term was not strictly defined in MRM v1. The evolution of the
concept is nonetheless in evidence in the grouping into 15 categories (see page 57,
below)  of  the  MRM  v1’s  sample  inventory  of  300+  Municipal  Services.>

The details of the actual categories in use in various Canadian government jurisdictions can
be found in the annexes. A checkmark in the below table shows where, except for small
considerations of grammar or formatting, these specifications were observed to be identical.
Government
of Canada
(see Annex 1)

Government
of Ontario
(see Annex 2)

gouvernment
du Quebec
(see Annex 3)

Government
of Alberta
(see Annex 4)

Municipal
Government
(see Annex 5)

Service Output Types
Actual Categories in
Use

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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2.8 Target Group
Target Definition:
The set of individuals and/or organizations that are intended to benefit or be influenced by a
Program.
Notes:
Not all jurisdictions recognize both individuals and organizations in their definition of target
group.
In general, this term is used in relation to a program although the Government of Canada
reference  is  to  an  activity.    (The  equivalent  term  for  a  service  is  “client”,  “client  group”  or  
“client  set”,  which  is  usually  considered  a  subset  of  the  target  group  for  the  program).

Summary of Element Definitions Considered
Government of Canada (proposed in GSRM version 3):
- Target Group: the set of individuals and /or organizations that an ACTIVITY is
intended to influence.
Government of Ontario (approved in PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0):
- Target Group: the population or segment of the population that is the intended
beneficiary of a Program.
Government  of  Quebec  (approuvé  en  l’AEG):
- Groupe cible: Désignation des portions de clientèle d'une politique ou d'un
programme qui consiste en un sous-ensemble de la population (citoyens), des
agents économiques (entreprises) ou des agents institutionnels (Commissions
scolaires, etc) pour lequel un besoin est reconnu dans une politique et un
programme conçu au bénéfice de ce groupe cible.
Government of Alberta (current draft proposed for GAEA Version 2.2. This is still revisable):
- Target Group: a population that shares designated characteristics or properties.
Municipal (approved in MRM v1. MRM v2 currently under development):
- Target Group: the segment of the population that the Program serves.

Status:
Approved by the SMSC on August 14, 2009.
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3 Jurisdictional Reference Models
Several annexes appear at the end of this document. They contain more complete details of elements of the reference models that are in use
in various Canadian government jurisdictions which correspond to the elements in the CGRM. Immediately below is a summary.

3.1 Recap of Jurisdictional Definitions Observed
CGRM Core
Concept

Need

Program

Program
Fields

Government
of Canada
(see Annex 1)

Government
of Ontario
(see Annex 2)

gouvernment
du Quebec
(see Annex 3)

Government
of Alberta
(see Annex 4)

Municipal
Government
(see Annex 5)

Need: a requirement or desire Need: a condition or situation
of a TARGET GROUP.
in which something is required
(proposed in GSRM version 3) for a given target group. It is
expressed as a statement of
the problem or condition of the
target group that the program
is intended to address.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0):

Besoin: Désignation d'élément
de demande de service en
provenance de groupes cibles
(clients) à l'adresse d'une
organisation et dérivé d'un
événement, d'un contexte
d'affaires ou d'une obligation.
(proposé  pour  l’AEG)    

Need: A lack of something
requisite, desirable, or useful
to an individual or a group of
people.
(current draft proposed for
GAEA Version 2.2. This is still
revisable)

Need: <in MRM v1, this
term is used, although
without being explicitly
defined.>
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Program: a group of related
RESOURCE inputs and
ACTIVITIES that are
managed to meet specific
NEEDs and to achieve
intended RESULTs.
(proposed in GSRM version 3)

Program: a mandate
conferred from the governors
of the enterprise to achieve
goals and outcomes that
address the identified needs
of a target group.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

Programme: Élément de plan
d'action découlant d'une
politique d'une organisation qui
consiste en un ensemble de
mesures et projets visant
l'atteinte de résultats auprès de
clientèles admissibles au moyen
de services d'affaires.
(approuvé  en  l’AEG)

Program: a recognized set of
processes and delivery
mechanisms designed and
implemented to serve the
needs of specific stakeholders
and achieve specific
measurable targets. A
program is implemented
through one or more services.
(approved in GAEA Version
2.1. This is potentially
revisable)

Program: A management
concept intended to
manage the Service
delivered to defined
segments of the public
(target groups), or the
public collectively, to meet a
particular (defined) need or
accomplish a social goal.
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Program Fields
Program Fields: The Federal
(proposed in GSRM version 3) Government classifies
programs according to the
needs they meet. Needs are
grouped into larger program
“fields”.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

NOTE : La classification des
besoins de la clientèle reconnaît
:
1- les catégories de besoins
individuels soit physiologiques
de base ou santé et sécurité,
participation sociale ou nonexclusion, estime de soi,
épanouissement; et les
catégories de besoins collectifs,
soit les ressources, la protection
contre le risque et la mitigation

Program Fields: an emerging
pan-Canadian standard set of
23 broad areas of need. They
are called the GSRM Program
Fields.
(current draft proposed for
GAEA Version 2.2. This is still
revisable)

Program Fields: <this term
was not strictly defined in
MRM v1. The initial
evolution of the concept is
nonetheless in evidence
(see page 57, below) in the
MRM  v1’s  sample  inventory  
of 20 Municipal Programs.>
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Canadian Governments Reference Model (CGRM) - Version 1.0 - Final
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CGRM Core
Concept

Government
of Canada
(see Annex 1)

Government
of Ontario
(see Annex 2)

gouvernment
du Quebec
(see Annex 3)

Government
of Alberta
(see Annex 4)

Municipal
Government
(see Annex 5)

de menace, ainsi que
l'accomplissement.
2- les catégories de besoins des
entreprises et institutions :
taxes, subventions et autres
transactions financières,
licences et permis, obligations
de rapport, etc.
(proposé  pour  l’AEG)    

Outcome

Outcome: An external
consequence attributed, in
part, to an organization,
policy, PROGRAM, or
initiative.
(proposed in GSRM version 3)

Outcome: a measurable
change in the level of need of
an individual client or the
aggregate need of a target
group, directly attributable to
the delivery of a service or a
program.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

Résultat: Effet mesurable visant
à satisfaire les besoins d'un
groupe cible.
(approuvé  en  l’AEG)

Outcome: Desirable trend in
the level of a target group
need.
(current draft proposed for
GAEA Version 2.2. This is still
revisable)

Outcome: <in MRM v1, this
term is used, although
without being explicitly
defined.>
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Service: a means,
administered by a
PROGRAM, of delivering a
SERVICE OUTPUT.
(proposed in GSRM version 3)

Service: provision of specific
outputs that satisfy the needs
of clients and contribute to the
achievement of Program
goals.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

Service d'affaires. Un moyen,
généralement administré par un
programme, de produire un
résultat final valorisé (c.-à-d.,
extrant de service) servant à
répondre à un ou plusieurs
besoins du groupe cible.
(À  reviser  en  l’AEG)

Service: work performed by or
on behalf of the Government
of Alberta for a customer that
provides value as perceived
by both the Government of
Alberta and the customer.
Services are planned,
developed, delivered and
maintained by performing
business activities.
(approved in GAEA Version
2.1. This is potentially
revisable)

Service: an operational
concept where something of
value is provided to
individual members of the
public or defined members
of the public (target groups)
or the public collectively.
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Service Output: a type of
OUTPUT that has fulfilled the
established purpose or
completed production from the
service provider's perspective
as well as fulfilled intent or full
obtainable value from the
SERVICE RECIPIENT's
perspective.
(proposed in GSRM version 3)

Service Output: the final
valued output of a service
delivered to a client,
measured by quantitative
“units  of  service  delivery”.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

Extrant de service: Extrant de
processus correspondant à un
résultat direct livré à un usager.
(approuvé  en  l’AEG)

Service Output: an output with
characteristics that distinguish
it from outputs of a service
process in the same context.
(current draft proposed for
GAEA Version 2.2. This is still
revisable)

Service Delivery Unit: A
complete unit of value
provided during service
delivery, e.g.: transit from
one point to another, an
inspected building.
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Service

Service
Output
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CGRM Core
Concept

Government
of Canada
(see Annex 1)

Government
of Ontario
(see Annex 2)

gouvernment
du Quebec
(see Annex 3)

Government
of Alberta
(see Annex 4)

Municipal
Government
(see Annex 5)

Service Output Type: a
classification of SERVICE
OUTPUTs.
(proposed in GSRM version 3)

Service Output Type: the 19
service output types proposed
by the Governments of
Canada Strategic Reference
Model.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

Type de résultat: On peut
identifier des patrons de
processus de production et de
livraison ainsi que des mesures
de performance pour former des
groupes d'extrants de service.
Un tel schème de classification
est proposé dans le MRSG avec
19 types d'extrant de service ou
genre de service rendu.
(approuvé  en  l’AEG)

Service Output Type: an
emerging pan-Canadian
standard set of 19 distinct
types of service outputs. They
are called the GSRM Service
Output Types.
(current draft proposed for
GAEA Version 2.2. This is still
revisable)

Service Output Type: <this
term was not strictly defined
in MRM v1. The evolution
of the concept is
nonetheless in evidence in
the grouping into 15
categories (see page 57,
below) of the MRM  v1’s  
sample inventory of 300+
Municipal Services.>
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Target Group: the set of
individuals and /or
organizations that an
ACTIVITY is intended to
influence.
(proposed in GSRM version 3)

Target Group: the population
or segment of the population
that is the intended
beneficiary of a Program.
(approved in PSRM / GO ITS
56.1 Version 1.0)

Groupe cible: Désignation des
portions de clientèle d'une
politique ou d'un programme qui
consiste en un sous-ensemble
de la population (citoyens), des
agents économiques
(entreprises) ou des agents
institutionnels (Commissions
scolaires, etc) pour lequel un
besoin est reconnu dans une
politique et un programme
conçu au bénéfice de ce groupe
cible.
(approuvé en  l’AEG)

Target Group: a population
that shares designated
characteristics or properties.
(current draft proposed for
GAEA Version 2.2. This is still
revisable)

Target Group: the segment
of the population that the
Program serves.
(approved in MRM v1.
MRM v2 currently under
development)

Service
Output
Types

Target
Group
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3.2 Procedures for Canadian Government Jurisdictions to Contribute to the
CGRM
The CGRM will continuously improve and evolve through a successive series of incremental
"releases" (approximately two per year). All Canadian Government jurisdictions are encouraged to
review the most current release and submit suggestions as to what to work on in the next release as
well as any additional documents from your jurisdiction that you feel should be input to this work.

How a Jurisdiction Can Suggest an Improvement to the CGRM
The procedure for submitting and processing a Suggestion for Improvement is as follows:
1. Jurisdiction: if not already a member of the Service Mapping Subcommittee (SMSC), send a
request to the SMSC co-Chairs to become one. You will receive a logon id for the SMSCmembers-only section of the ICCS website.
2. Jurisdiction: The Wiki in the SMSC-members-only section of the ICCS website is currently being
used to log suggestions as to what to work on next to improve and evolve the CGRM Core. Add a
new log entry as follows:
a. Visit the ICCS home page at http://www.iccs-isac.org/en/
b. Select  “SMSC”  from  the  choices  beside  “Login”.    Then  login.  
(Contact robert.ha@iccs-isac.org if you have forgotten your password).
c. Click  “Wiki” (near the top of the page).
d. More information will be there about how to view or update the CGRM Suggestion Log.

3. SMSC co-chairs: Initiate the processes by which  the  CGRM’s  configuration,  change  and  release  
management organization (which, currently, is the SMSC) prioritizes and actions these
suggestions. The result will be a new version of the CGRM document, approved by the SMSC and
ultimately by the Joint Councils.
Below is a summary of the CGRM Suggestion Log as of the date of the finalization of the current
version of this document. Visit the Wiki described above to see the most current information.
Add  definition  of  term  “Client”. The definitions of Outcome, Service and Service Output all use the
term Client. I assume that Client is synonymous with target group member but I wonder if Client
needs an explicit definition such as: An individual or organization that meets the criteria for inclusion in
the target group intended to benefit or be influenced by a Program. A definition such as this would
also introduce the concept that target groups do need to have explicit criteria for inclusion.
Refine  the  definition  of  the  term  “Service”.  To be consistent with the definition of Program (An
accountable mandate with resources to achieve goals and outcomes), I wonder if the definition for
service should read: Provision of specific outputs that satisfy one or more needs of clients and
contribute to the achievement of program goals and outcomes.
Develop Target Group and Needs Models. I wonder if a Target Group model and/or a Needs model
might be useful future additions to the CGRM. These would allow for finer levels of discovery and
analysis. Some examples: How many services  meet  the  Need  for  “emergency  shelter”  and  are  there  
opportunities  to  collaborate?  What  services  are  available  to  the  Target  Group  “working  adults  with  
disabilities”  and  how  can  we  improve  their  chances  of  finding  and  maintaining  employment?  
Refine  the  Definition  of  the  term  “Program”.  Proposed  refinement  (a)  Change  “An  accountable  
mandate”  to  “An  accountable  mandate  stemming  from  an  organization's  policy”.  Proposed  refinement  
(b)  Change  “accountable  mandate”  to  “accountability  mandate”.  
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Refine the  Definition  of  the  term  “Need”.  Proposed  refinement  (a)  “A  requirement  of  the  target  
group  that  the  program  intends  to  address.”  Proposed  refinement  (b)  change  “A  requirement  or  desire  
of  a  Target  Group”  to  “A  requirement  or  desire  of  a  Target  Group  addressed to an organization and
linked  to  an  event,  business  context  or  obligation”.  Proposed  refinement  (c)  it  would  be  nice  to  add  a  
brief explanation of its purpose, e.g., it is meant to address a condition or situation for a target group.
We suggest it get added to Notes. Similarly, the above refinement (a) may restrict or qualify a need to
the  extent  that  the  definition  loses  the  core  CGRM  guiding  concept  of  ‘simple  to  remember  Suggest  
that those phrases be included in Notes too.
Refine the definition of the  term  “Outcome”.  Outcome is less about measurable change and more
about measurable results. An outcome is a result of something that has changed.
Refine  the  Definition  of  the  term  “Service  Output”.  The current definition needs a synonym
because the core phrase  adds  no  new  information  (“The  output  of  a  Service…”).  Proposed  refined  
definition  (a)  A  measurable  unit  of  service  delivered  to  a  client.  Proposed  refined  defintion  (b)  “The  
measurable  product  delivered  by  a  service  to  a  client”.  Proposed  refined  definition (c)A measurable
unit  of  service  delivered  directly  to  a  client.  Additional  Comment:  To  add  “measurable  unit”  might  be  
problematic for softer services?
“Life  Event”. Canadian governments like to organize their services (e.g. on their web sites) around
“life  events”.  Wonder  if  we  had  ever  attempted  a  standard  taxonomy  of  services  around  life  events.  
This could be of real interest for the service delivery community

How a Jurisdiction Can Contribute its Own Reference Model Specifications For
Consideration
In the Inter-jurisdictional Collaboration/Sharing Area of the SMSC-members-only section of the ICCS
website, the SMSC maintains an inventory of all enterprise architecture assets (e.g. any reference
models, methods, standards, service maps, etc.) that any jurisdiction has shared. The value of this is
two-fold:
The Joint Councils have always had a commitment to foster increased collaboration and
information sharing across all orders of government in areas of common interest. A slogan that is
often used is "Call before you dig". This enables learning about and leveraging each other's work
rather than reinventing the wheel. Sharing on-line, via a website, makes the shared material
immediately become available to all, not just to the individual that originally asked for it.
Most importantly for the CGRM, this material is vital to the goal of creating and evolving panCanadian specifications. All such contributions are taken as input to the process of reviewing and
coming to agreement as to which specifications can and should be deemed common and broadly
applicable to all jurisdictions.
The procedure for submitting and processing a contribution is as follows:
1. Jurisdiction: if not already a member of the Service Mapping Subcommittee (SMSC), send a
request to the SMSC co-Chairs to become one. You will receive a logon id for the SMSCmembers-only section of the ICCS website.
2. Jurisdiction: inform the SMSC co-Chairs that you wish to make  (or  change)  your  jurisdiction’s  
contribution. Provide the document plus any accompanying information that confirms its status
(e.g. either a URL to an official home page for your work or an additional document showing the
work’s  status  according  to  your  organization’s  formal  approval  processes).  
3. SMSC co-chairs: work with the ICCS to
a. cause the new contribution to be added to the Inter-jurisdictional Collaboration/Sharing
Area in the SMSC-members-only section of the ICCS website
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b. inform all SMSC members of the new contribution
4. SMSC co-chairs: Using the most current version of this document as the starting point, save it
with the version number incremented by one. Then add (or change) an Annex in this document
(such as has been done in Annexes 1 through 5 of this document) to properly reflect the new
contribution, including any URLs that point back to the official source of truth for this information.
5. SMSC co-chairs: Initiate  the  processes  by  which  the  CGRM’s  configuration,  change  and  release  
management organization (which, currently, is the SMSC) causes the other sections in this
document to be updated to properly address and reflect the new contribution. The result will be a
new version of the CGRM document, approved by the SMSC and ultimately by the Joint Councils.
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Annex 1: Government of Canada (GSRM Version 3)

Annex 1 - Government of Canada (GSRM Version 3)
This annex contains the specifications from Version 3 of the Government of Canada Strategic
Reference Model (GSRM). These are aligned with Government of Canada Policy Instruments.
Source: The text below has been copied from
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/fed/Reference_Model.pdf
(GSRM Version 3 - status: Proposed)

Definitions of Terms
Term

Definition

Need

A requirement or desire of a TARGET GROUP.

Outcome

An external consequence attributed, in part, to an organization, policy, PROGRAM,
or initiative.

Program

A group of related RESOURCE inputs and ACTIVITIES that are managed to meet
specific NEEDs and to achieve intended RESULTs.

Service

A means, administered by a PROGRAM, of delivering a SERVICE OUTPUT.

Service Output

A type of OUTPUT that has fulfilled the established purpose or completed
production from the service provider's perspective as well as fulfilled intent or full
obtainable value from the SERVICE RECIPIENT's perspective.

Service Output

A classification of SERVICE OUTPUTs.

Type
Target Group

The set of individuals and /or organizations that an ACTIVITY is intended to
influence.
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Program Fields

PROGRAM TYPE (Category)

NEED (RECOGNIZED)

PROGRAM AND
NEEDS
(Classification)

(Socio-)Economic
Development

Need to organize, work, trade
and prosper
Need for protection from
economic crimes
Need for new knowledge

Public

Need to use/consume natural
resources

Public

Science and Knowledge
Development
Natural Resources
Development

Public

Need to sustain/renew
natural resources
Environmental Protection

Need to enjoy and rely on
the natural environment

Public

Public Health

Need for protection from
illness and disease

Public

Legal, Collective, Democratic
and Human Rights Protection

Need for recognition and
protection of legal,
collective, human, and
democratic rights and
freedoms

Public

Social Development

Need to overcome
disadvantages

Public

Need to help others and
share prosperity and
community
Cultural Development
Educational Development
Public Safety

Need for preservation of
identity, history, tradition,
values
Need to develop human
capabilities
Need for protection from
natural and built hazards
Need for protection from
violent crime
Need for fair and just
treatment

Justice

Public
Public
Public

Public

Need to sanction (punish)
lawbreakers
National Security and Defence

Management and Oversight
Services
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Need for protection from
insurrection, terrorism,
international threats, and
defence of freedom
Need to shape the enterprise
to accomplish public goals

Public

Provider
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PROGRAM TYPE (Category)

NEED (RECOGNIZED)

PROGRAM AND
NEEDS
(Classification)

Communications Services

Need to communicate with
the public and with
providers, including the
government

Provider

Legal Services

Need to comply with laws,
regulations and best practices
as an enterprise
Need to deploy and
administer the government’s  
human resources

Provider

Financial Management
Services

Need to deploy and
administer the
government’s  financial  
resources

Provider

Information Management
Services

Need to deploy and
administer the
government’s  information

Provider

Information Technology
Services

Need to deploy and
administer the
government’s  information  
technology

Provider

Other Administrative Services

Need to deploy and use
the  government’s  other  
administrative resources,
facilities and assets

Provider

Real Property Services

Need to deploy and use
the  government’s  real  
property resources,
facilities and assets

Provider

Materiel Services

Need to deploy and use
the  government’s  materiel  
resources, facilities and
assets

Provider

Acquisition Services

Need to acquire the
government’s  resources,  
facilities and assets

Provider

Human Resources
Management Services

Provider
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Service Output Types
Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability

Provider’s  Essential  
Function

Fixed (standard terms)
contribution (e.g. fee
collection); fixed grant
(non-repayable); variable
contribution (e.g. tax
collection); variable grant;
emergency fixed
contribution; emergency
fixed grant; emergency
variable contribution;
emergency variable grant

Appropriate
use

Dispensing/
collecting

Outputs of this type
are used to equip
the recipient to
carry out activities
whose purposes
are consistent with
the terms under
which the
resources are
provided

Emergency consumable
(e.g. drug); Equipment for
use (e.g. computer);
Period of scheduled
labour; Period of
unscheduled labour;
Provide Immediate
standard revocable tracked
resource from stock;
Routine consumable (e.g.
water supply); Space for
disposal (e.g. land for
sale); Space for use (e.g.
rented building for
accommodations)

Appropriate
use

Conveying

Services that conduct
research and produce
information that was
not known or
derivable through
computation or
procedural means

Outputs of this type
are used to
advance the public
good, solve a
problem related to
the public good

No subtypes identified to
date

Innovation

Discovering

Care and
Rehabilitation
Encounters
A care and
rehabilitation
encounter

Services that provide
social or medical care
or rehabilitation to
people or that repair,
upgrade, maintain or
renovate property
and natural features

Outputs of this type
are used to
improve the quality
of life and health of
people or extend
the lifespan and
usefulness or
appearance of
things

Response to an
emergency care or
rehabilitation requirement;
Response to a nonemergency care or
rehabilitation requirement

Restoration

Maintaining

Educational and
Training
Encounters
An educational
and training
encounter

Services that provide
educational and
training experiences
to people

Outputs of this type
are used to
improve the
capabilities of
recipients

Pre-designed repeatable
education or training
course; Custom education
or training designed at time
of request

Learning

Teaching

Recreational and
Cultural
Encounters
A recreational and
cultural encounter

Services that provide
experiences of a
recreational or
cultural nature to
people

Outputs of this type
are used to
improve quality of
life, create
enjoyment, better
health, personal
growth, pride in
heritage,
awareness of civic
role, etc.

Pre-designed repeatable
recreational or cultural
encounter; Recreational or
cultural encounter
designed at time of
request

Values
expressed

Presenting

Movements
A movement of a
person or
resource

Services that move
people and resources
from point to point
(includes energy,
moveable assets,
supplies, funds,
information); At one
extreme, energy,
materials, and people

Outputs of this type
are used to
overcome the
barriers of
geography and
distance

Scheduled transport and
standard route (e.g.
subway service, pipeline);
Scheduled transport and
custom route (e.g.
limousine service, postal
service, email service);
Scheduled custom
transport and route (e.g.

Delivery

Transporting

Service Output
Type and unit of
output

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Service Sub-type
Examples

Funds
An amount of
money

Services that acquire
or dispense money

Outputs of this type
are used to give
the recipient the
power to act on the
intended purpose
of the requested
funds, or to fulfill
their obligation to
provide funds

(Units of)
resource
A unit of resource

Services that acquire
or dispense units of
resource or periods of
use of a resource
(includes labour,
energy, land,
facilities, movable
assets, supplies, but
excludes funds,
information, rules—
the latter are treated
as distinct types of
output [services])

New Knowledge
New knowledge
(can also be
called intellectual
property)
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

are moved, while at
another extreme,
information in the
form of letters, email,
and messages are
moved

Service Sub-type
Examples

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability

Provider’s  Essential  
Function

military transport service,
shipping service);
Immediate standard
transport and custom route
(e.g. own vehicle);
Immediate custom
transport and custom route
(e.g. Apollo moon shot)

Advisory
Encounters
An advisory
encounter (also
known as an
information
encounter)

Services that provide
an encounter during
which data,
information, or advice
is conveyed to a party
or a system; At one
extreme, a lawyer
advises a recipient,
while at another
extreme, a recipient
acquires information
from an online
database, publication,
etc.

Outputs of this type
are used to inform

A standard advisory
encounter is any advisory
encounter where
information is supplied
from a database or
through a prescriptive
(computational, finite)
analysis (either selfdetermined by the recipient
or determined by the
provider); A custom
advisory encounter is any
advisory encounter where
information is supplied
after a skilled but nonprescriptive analysis of the
recipient’s  requirements

Information
quality

Advising

Matches,
Referrals and
Linkages
A match, referral
or linkage

Services that match,
refer or link one party
(requestor) to another
party (responder) and
in which the provider
has an explicit or
implicit duty to both
parties in the match

Outputs of this type
are used to assist
two or more parties
to meet their
mutually
interrelated
requirements

Prescriptive
(computational) match
between a requestor and
known and finite range of
responders; Nonprescriptive match
between a requestor and
an unknown or partially
known range of
responders may require
locating additional
responders as part of
service delivery

Duty to both
parties

Matching

Advocacy and
Promotional
Encounters
An advocacy or
promotional
encounter

Services that
advocate or argue for
positions or market
government policies,
programs, and
services by
influencing,
persuading, or
increasing awareness
in people

Outputs of this type
are used to bring
about a change in
behaviour,
decision, action,
etc.

Pre-designed repeated
encounter, such as
courtroom arguments or
media exposures;
Encounters designed at
time of request or delivery,
such as direct persuasion

Persuasion

Advocating

Periods of
Agreement
A period of
agreement

Services that resolve
disputes or create
agreements between
parties

Outputs of this type
are used to reduce
or eliminate
unproductive or
harmful activities
and enable new or
continued
beneficial activities

Immediate response—for
instance in dispute
resolution in potentially
harmful circumstances;
Routine response—for
instance in agreement
renewals

Commitment
of all parties

Negotiating

Periods of
Permission
A period of
permission
granted by an
authority

Services that express
government authority
by granting
permission for a
period of time to
engage in activities,
possess or control
property or
resources, or hold
status, authority or
privileges

Outputs of this type
are used to grant
rights and
privileges and
regulate activities

Recognition of revocable
privileges or status, e.g.
pilot’s  licence,  landed  
immigrant, heritage site;
Recognition of inalienable
rights, e.g. citizenship,
marital status; Immediate
permission granting
special powers, e.g.
deputizing; Immediate
permission for an
irreversible action, e.g.
search warrant

Ensuring
entitlement

Granting

Findings
A finding

Services that inspect,
investigate and

This output type is
used to

Repeatable and periodic
finding following a

Diligence

Investigating
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability

Provider’s  Essential  
Function

A routine ruling, e.g. a
scheduled court case; An
emergency ruling, e.g. a
declaration of war

Fairness

Judging

This output is used
to enforce
compliance

Standard pre-determined
penalty, e.g. a fine,
dismissal; Penalty
determined according to
criteria or specification,
e.g. a prison sentence;
Non-revocable standard
sanction, e.g. loss of
citizenship; Non-revocable
custom sanction, e.g.
provisional duty imposed
following a Special Import
Measures Act (SIMA)
decision

Ensuring
compliance

Enforcing

Services that guard
people and
resources, including
land, facilities,
movable assets,
supplies, funds, and
information, from
threats; This service
type provides
proactive protection:
monitoring, warning,
guarding, storing,
eliminating threats
and reducing risks;
Protection is
delivered in the form
of surveillance and
guarding of people
and property against
real or perceived risk,
violence, crime,
accidents, natural or
synthetic hazards,
and includes the
stewardship
measures necessary
to ensure its
continuance

This output type is
used to ensure the
continuance of the
state and society
by safeguarding
people and
property from
potential threats

Scheduled guarding of
standard threats to people
or property, e.g. building
security; Scheduled
guarding tailored to
specific threats, e.g. police
escort, email spam
prevention; Emergency
guarding against standard
threats, e.g. fire alarm;
Emergency guarding
against known and
unknown threats, e.g.
quarantine order, curfew

Vigilance

Guarding

Services that
intervene, respond to
threats and
emergencies, give
aid, and restore
order; This service
type provides reactive
protection, which is
delivered in the form
of an alleviating
response to a specific
request for

This output type is
used to ensure the
continuance of the
state and society
by intervening to
remove or reduce
manifest threats or
mitigate their effect

Pre-defined intervention,
e.g. fire suppression;
Intervention designed to
specific requirement, e.g.
military intervention

Readiness

Intervening

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Service Sub-type
Examples

analyze to uncover
information and
prepare findings and
recommendations
consistent with
criteria and
constraints such as
the law, policy,
approved standards
and guidelines, etc,
or consistent with
credible opinion

recommend further
action or not,
usually to an
authority with the
power to act

prescribed procedure, e.g.
safety inspection,
purchase
recommendation; Finding
prepared to a specified
requirement, e.g. crime
investigation

Rulings and
Judgments
A ruling or
judgment

Services that apply
rules and dispense
impartial decisions

This output type is
used to ensure
fairness and justice

Penalties and
Periods of
Sanction
A penalty or
period of sanction

Services that
sanction, force
compliance, mete out
punishment, and
apply penalties

Periods of
Protection
A period of
protection

Interventions
An intervention
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Service Sub-type
Examples

Regular rule making, e.g. a
law, a policy, a plan;
Emergency rule making,
e.g. emergency measures
or actions

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability

Provider’s  Essential  
Function

Reflecting
mandate

Formulating

Mitigating
risks

Implementing

assistance for people
or property
experiencing real or
potential risk,
violence, accidents,
natural or synthetic
hazards, and includes
the stewardship
measures necessary
to ensure its
continuance
Rules (laws,
regulations,
policies,
strategies, plans,
designs,
standards)
A rule

Services that create
or amend laws,
regulations, policies,
strategies, standards,
plans, and designs

This output type is
used to govern

Implemented
Changes
An implemented
change may also
be called a project

Services that create
new or elicit changes
to existing
organizations,
programs, services,
practices, systems,
and property.

This output is used
to establish a
different operation
of the organization
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Process Types
Process (Service) Type

Definition

Planning Processes

The work of determining how
the service will respond to
demands.

Provisioning Processes

The work of preparing the
service to respond to
demands in accordance with
plans.

Delivery Process (Service The steps that are operated
or Services)
repeatedly when each
request for an output
(service) is received.
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Example Processes
Recognize service planning cycle
Recognize service contingency event
Forecast service demand
Forecast service risks
Set performance targets
Measure performance
Estimate resource requirements for:
labour, facilities, movable assets,
supplies, funds, information, rules
Allocate resource(s)

Monitor service resource consumption
Monitor service resource availability
Configure service processes to
respond to demand or supply level
limits
Configure service processes to
respond to contingency event
Source resources
Register and equip suppliers
Acquire and register resources
Pay for resources
Maintain resources
Deploy resources geographically
Set schedule
Configure resources
Protect resources
Promote service
Monitor  and  mitigate  risks•            
Process complaints
Register and equip target group
members
Register request for service delivery
Qualify request for service delivery
Set service delivery schedule and
notify
Open service delivery case
Allocate resources to service output
Deploy resources for service output
Produce service output
Deliver service output
Collect and account for service output
fee
process service exceptions
Register service output
Maintain service output
Close service delivery case
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Process (Service) Type

Definition

Deregister/Decommission The end of life cycles steps
Process (Service or
for resources, suppliers,
Services)
output (service), or recipient
(service).

Example Processes
Decommission/deregister service
output
Decommission/deregister service
resources
Deregister service suppliers
Deregister service target group
members
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Conceptual Model
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Annex 2 - Government of Ontario (PSRM / GO ITS 56.1
Version 1.0)
This annex contains the specifications from Version 1.0 of the Public Sector Reference Model (PSRM)
of the Government of Ontario. These are aligned with Government of Ontario Policy Instruments.
This document
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/ont/def_prog.pdf

records its approval status as a formal standard named GO ITS 56.1.
Definitions of Terms
Source: The text below has been copied from Appendix A of
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/ont/def_prog_appx.pdf
(PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0 – status: Approved)

Term

Definition

Need

A condition or situation in which something is required for a given target group. It is
expressed as a statement of the problem or condition of the target group that the
program is intended to address.

Outcome

A measurable change in the level of need of an individual client or the aggregate
need of a target group, directly attributable to the delivery of a service or a program.

Program

A mandate conferred from the governors of the enterprise to achieve goals and
outcomes that address the identified needs of a target group.

Program
Field

The Federal Government classifies programs according to the needs they meet.
Needs  are    grouped  into  larger  program  “fields”.  Public  program  fields  are  identified  
by the public needs recognized by the government, and provider program fields are
identified by the needs of provider organizations that serve the public and that are
recognized by the government. This appendix documents the GSRM program fields.

Service

Provision of specific outputs that satisfy the needs of clients and contribute to the
achievement of Program goals.

Service
Output

The final valued output of a service delivered to a client, measured by quantitative
“units  of  service  delivery”.

Service
Output Type

Services can also be classified by the type or form of the output that they generate.
This table documents the 19 service output types proposed by the Governments of
Canada Strategic Reference Model.

Target
Group

The population or segment of the population that is the intended beneficiary of a
Program.
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Program Fields
Source: The text below has been copied from Appendix B of:
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/ont/def_prog_appx.pdf
(PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0 – status: Approved)

Public Program Fields
(Socio-)Economic Development
Cultural Development
Educational Development
Environmental Protection
Justice
Legal, Collective, Democratic &
Human Rights Protection
National Security & Defence
Natural Resources
Public Health
Public Safety
Science and Knowledge Development
Social Development
Provider Program Fields
Public Policy, Planning and
Management Services
Corporate Policy, Planning and
Management Services
Integrated Delivery Services
Communications Management
Services
Human Resources Management
Services
Financial Management Services
Information Management &
Technology Services
Supply Chain Management Services
Administrative Services
Facilities and Assets Management
Services
Professional Services
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Recognized Public Needs
Need to organize, work, trade and prosper
Need for protection from economic crimes
Need for preservation of identity, history, tradition, values
Need to develop human capabilities
Need to enjoy and rely on the natural environment
Need for fair and just treatment
Need to sanction (punish) law-breakers
Need for recognition and protection of legal, collective, human, and
democratic rights and freedoms
Need for protection from insurrection, terrorism, international threats
and defence of freedom
Need to use/consume natural resources
Need to sustain/renew natural resources
Need for protection from illness and disease
Need for protection from natural and built hazards
Needs for protection from violent crime
Need for new knowledge
Need to overcome disadvantages
Need to help others and share prosperity and community
Recognized Provider Needs:
Need to address public needs and accomplish public goals
Need to shape the enterprise to accomplish public goals
Need to integrate service delivery from different program fields
Need to communicate with the public and with providers including the
government
Need  to  deploy  and  steward  the  government’s  human  resources
Need  to  deploy  and  steward  the  government’s  financial  resources
Need to deploy  and  steward  the  government’s  information
Need  to  ensure  supply  and  conserve  the  government’s  resource  
expenditures
Need  to  deploy  and  use  the  government’s  resources,  facilities  and  
assets
Need to maintain and steward the facilities and assets entrusted to
the care of the government
Need to comply with laws, regulations and best practices as an
enterprise
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Service Output Types

Source: The text below has been copied from Appendix C of
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/ont/def_prog_appx.pdf
(PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0 – status: Approved)

Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Funds
An amount of
money

(Units of)
resource
A unit of resource

New Knowledge
New knowledge
(can also be
called intellectual
property)

Recreational and
Cultural
Encounters
A recreational and
cultural encounter

Educational and
Training
Encounters
An educational
and training
encounter

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Services that
acquire or dispense
money

Outputs of this
type are used to
give the recipient
the power to act
on the intended
purpose of the
requested funds,
or to fulfill their
obligation to
provide funds

Services that
acquire or dispense
units of resource or
periods of use of a
resource (includes
labour, energy, land,
facilities, movable
assets, supplies, but
excludes funds,
information, rules—
the latter are treated
as distinct types of
output [services])
Services that
conduct research
... and produce
information that was
not known or
derivable through
computation or
procedural means
Services that
provide experiences
of a recreational or
cultural nature to
people

Outputs of this
type are used to
equip the recipient
to carry out
activities whose
purposes are
consistent with
the terms under
which the
resources are
provided

Services that
provide educational
and training
experiences to
people

Service Sub-type Examples
Fixed (standard terms)
contribution (e.g. fee
collection); fixed grant (nonrepayable); variable
contribution (e.g. tax
collection); variable grant;
emergency fixed contribution;
emergency fixed grant;
emergency variable
contribution; emergency
variable grant
Emergency consumable (e.g.
drug); Equipment for use (e.g.
computer); Period of
scheduled labour; Period of
unscheduled labour; Provide
Immediate standard revocable
tracked resource from stock;
Routine consumable (e.g.
water supply); Space for
disposal (e.g. land for sale);
Space for use (e.g. rented
building for accommodations)

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Appropriate
use

Provider’s  
Essential
Function
Dispensing/
collecting

Appropriate
use

Conveying

Outputs of this
type are used to
advance the
public good, solve
a problem related
to the public good

No subtypes identified to date

Innovation

Discovering

Outputs of this
type are used to
improve quality of
life, create
enjoyment, better
health, personal
growth, pride in
heritage,
awareness of civic
role, etc.
Outputs of this
type are used to
improve the
capabilities of
recipients

Pre-designed repeatable
recreational or cultural
encounter; Recreational or
cultural encounter designed at
time of request

Values
expressed

Presenting

Pre-designed repeatable
education or training course;
Custom education or training
designed at time of request

Learning

Teaching
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Care and
Rehabilitation
Encounters
A care and
rehabilitation
encounter

Movements
A movement of a
person or
resource

Matches,
Referrals and
Linkages
A match, referral
or linkage

Periods of
Agreement
A period of
agreement

Advisory
Encounters
An advisory
encounter (can
also be called an
information
encounter)
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Service Type
Description
Services that
provide social or
medical care or
rehabilitation to
people or that repair,
upgrade, maintain or
renovate property
and natural features

Services that move
people and
resources from point
to point (includes
energy, moveable
assets, supplies,
funds, information);
At one extreme,
energy, materials,
and people are
moved, while at
another extreme,
information in the
form of letters,
email, and
messages are
moved.
Services that match,
refer or link one
party (requestor) to
another party
(responder) and in
which the provider
has an explicit or
implicit duty to both
parties in the match
Services that
resolve disputes or
create agreements
between parties

Services that
provide an
encounter during
which data,
information, or
advice is conveyed
to a party or a
system; At one
extreme, a lawyer
advises a recipient,
while at another
extreme, a recipient
acquires information
from an online
database,
publication, etc.

Service Output
Type Usage

Service Sub-type Examples

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Restoration

Maintaining

Provider’s  
Essential
Function

Outputs of this
type are used to
improve the
quality of life and
health of people
or extend the
lifespan and
usefulness or
appearance of
things
Outputs of this
type are used to
overcome the
barriers of
geography and
distance

Response to an emergency
care or rehabilitation
requirement; Response to a
non-emergency care or
rehabilitation requirement

Scheduled transport and
standard route (e.g. subway
service, pipeline); Scheduled
transport and custom route
(e.g. limousine service, postal
service, email service);
Scheduled custom transport
and route (e.g. military
transport service, shipping
service); Immediate standard
transport and custom route
(e.g. own vehicle); Immediate
custom transport and custom
route (e.g. Apollo moon shot)

Delivery

Transporting

Outputs of this
type are used to
assist two or more
parties to meet
their mutually
interrelated
requirements

Prescriptive (computational)
match between a requestor
and known and finite range of
responders; Non-prescriptive
match between a requestor
and an unknown or partially
known range of responders
may require locating
additional responders as part
of service delivery
Immediate response—for
instance in dispute resolution
in potentially harmful
circumstances; Routine
response—for instance in
agreement renewals

Duty to both
parties

Matching

Commitment
of all parties

Negotiating

A standard advisory
encounter is any advisory
encounter where information
is supplied from a database or
through a prescriptive
(computational, finite) analysis
(either self-determined by the
recipient or determined by the
provider); A custom advisory
encounter is any advisory
encounter where information
is supplied after a skilled but
non-prescriptive analysis of
the  recipient’s  requirements

Information
quality

Advising

Outputs of this
type are used to
reduce or
eliminate
unproductive or
harmful activities
and enable new
or continued
beneficial
activities
Outputs of this
type are used to
inform
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Advocacy and
Promotional
Encounters
An advocacy or
promotional
encounter

Periods of
Permission
A period of
permission
... granted by an
authority

Findings
A finding

Rulings and
Judgments

Service Type
Description

A penalty or
period of sanction

Service Sub-type Examples

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Persuasion

Provider’s  
Essential
Function

Services that
advocate or argue
for positions or
market government
policies, programs,
and services by
influencing,
persuading, or
increasing
awareness in people
Services that
express government
authority by granting
permission for a
period of time to
engage in activities,
possess or control
property or
resources, or hold
status, authority or
privileges
Services that
inspect, investigate
and analyze to
uncover information
and prepare findings
and
recommendations
consistent with
criteria and
constraints such as
the law, policy,
approved standards
and guidelines, etc,
or consistent with
credible opinion
Services that apply
rules and dispense
impartial decisions

Outputs of this
type are used to
bring about a
change in
behaviour,
decision, action,
etc.

Pre-designed repeated
encounter, such as courtroom
arguments or media
exposures; Encounters
designed at time of request or
delivery, such as direct
persuasion

Outputs of this
type are used to
grant rights and
privileges and
regulate activities

Recognition of revocable
privileges  or  status,  e.g.  pilot’s  
licence, landed immigrant,
heritage site; Recognition of
inalienable rights, e.g.
citizenship, marital status;
Immediate permission
granting special powers, e.g.
deputizing; Immediate
permission for an irreversible
action, e.g. search warrant
Repeatable and periodic
finding following a prescribed
procedure, e.g. safety
inspection, purchase
recommendation; Finding
prepared to a specified
requirement, e.g. crime
investigation

Ensuring
entitlement

Granting

Diligence

Investigating

This output type is
used to ensure
fairness and
justice

A routine ruling, e.g. a
scheduled court case; An
emergency ruling, e.g. a
declaration of war

Fairness

Judging

Services that
sanction, force
compliance, mete
out punishment, and
apply penalties

This output is
used to enforce
compliance

Standard pre-determined
penalty, e.g. a fine, dismissal;
Penalty determined according
to criteria or specification, e.g.
a prison sentence; Nonrevocable standard sanction,
e.g. loss of citizenship; Nonrevocable custom sanction,
e.g. provisional duty imposed
following a Special Import
Measures Act (SIMA) decision

Ensuring
compliance

Enforcing

A ruling or
judgment
Penalties and
Periods of
Sanction

Service Output
Type Usage

This output type is
used to
recommend
further action or
not, usually to an
authority with the
power to act
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Periods of
Protection
A period of
protection

Interventions
An intervention

Rules (laws,
regulations,
policies,
strategies, plans,
designs,
standards)
A rule
Implemented
Changes
An implemented
change
... may also be
called a project
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Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Vigilance

Guarding

Pre-defined intervention, e.g.
fire suppression; Intervention
designed to specific
requirement, e.g. military
intervention

Readiness

Intervening

Regular rule making, e.g. a
law, a policy, a plan;
Emergency rule making, e.g.
emergency measures or
actions

Reflecting
mandate

Formulating

Mitigating
risks

Implementing

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Services that guard
people and
resources from
threats. (Includes
land, facilities,
movable assets,
supplies, funds, and
information, from
threats; This service
type provides
proactive protection:
monitoring, warning,
guarding, storing,
eliminating threats
and reducing risks;
Protection is
delivered in the form
of surveillance and
guarding of people
and property against
real or perceived
risk, violence, crime,
accidents, natural or
synthetic hazards,
and includes the
stewardship
measures necessary
to ensure its
continuance.
Services that
intervene, respond
to threats and
emergencies, give
aid, and restore
order. This service
type provides
reactive protection,
which is delivered in
the form of an
alleviating response
to a specific request
for assistance for
people or property
experiencing real or
potential risk,
violence, accidents,
natural or synthetic
hazards, and
includes the
stewardship
measures necessary
to ensure its
continuance.
Services that create
or amend laws,
regulations, policies,
strategies,
standards, plans,
and designs

This output type is
used to ensure
the continuance of
the state and
society by
safeguarding
people and
property from
potential threats

Scheduled guarding of
standard threats to people or
property, e.g. building
security; Scheduled guarding
tailored to specific threats,
e.g. police escort, email spam
prevention; Emergency
guarding against standard
threats, e.g. fire alarm;
Emergency guarding against
known and unknown threats,
e.g. quarantine order, curfew

This output type is
used to ensure
the continuance of
the state and
society by
intervening to
remove or reduce
manifest threats
or mitigate their
effect

This output type is
used to govern

Services that create
new or elicit
changes to existing
organizations,
programs, services,
practices, systems,
and property.

This output is
used to establish
a different
operation of the
organization

Service Sub-type Examples
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Process Types

Source: The text below has been copied from
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/ont/Ontario%20Public%20Service%20%20Business%20Process%20Modeling%20Standards.pdf
Business Process Modeling Standards (status: Approved)

There are two types of business processes:
1. A Service Delivery Process directly supports or enables the delivery of one or more service
outputs.
2. A Management Process supports the management of an organization, including the planning,
design, provision and monitoring/evaluation of programs and services.
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Conceptual Model

Source: The diagram below has been copied from
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/ont/def_prog_appx.pdf
(PSRM / GO ITS 56.1 Version 1.0 – status: Approved)
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Annex 3 - gouvernment du Quebec (AEG)
This annex contains the specifications from L'architecture d'entreprise gouvernementale (AEG) of the
Government of Quebec. This is the official home page for this work:
http://www.msg.gouv.qc.ca/fr/administration/architecture.asp

Definitions of Terms
Source: The text below has been copied from
https://intranetmsg.gouv.qc.ca/Wiki/forumarch/bin/view/AEG2007/Glossaire

Term

Definition

Need

État
Proposé

(their term is
“Besoin”)

Définition
Articuler en fonction de la source de besoin
Désignation d'élément de demande de service en provenance de groupes cibles (clients) à
l'adresse d'une organisation et dérivé d'un événement, d'un contexte d'affaires ou d'une
obligation
NOTE : La classification des besoins de la clientèle reconnaît :
1- les catégories de besoins individuels soit physiologiques de base ou santé et sécurité,
participation sociale ou non-exclusion, estime de soi, épanouissement; et les catégories de
besoins collectifs, soit les ressources, la protection contre le risque et la mitigation de menace,
ainsi que l'accomplissement.
2- les catégories de besoins des entreprises et institutions : taxes, subventions et autres
transactions financières, licences et permis, obligations de rapport, etc.
Source
~MRSG
Commentaires
Les sources de besoins ont été recensées dans le cadre de la cartographie de service de
Services Québec

Program

État

(their term is
“Programme”)

Définition

Approuvé
Élément de plan d'action découlant d'une politique d'une organisation qui consiste en un
ensemble de mesures et projets visant l'atteinte de résultats auprès de clientèles admissibles
au moyen de services d'affaires.
Source
?
Commentaires
Aucun
Outcome

État
Approuvé

(their term is
“Résultat”)

Définition
Effet mesurable visant à satisfaire les besoins d'un goupe cible.
Source
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?
Commentaires
Aucun
Service

État
À réviser - HC

(their term is
“Service
d'affaires”)

Définition
Un moyen, généralement administré par un programme, de produire un résultat final valorisé
(c.-à-d., extrant de service) servant à répondre à un ou plusieurs besoins du groupe cible
Source
MRSG
Commentaires
Aucun

Service Output

État
Approuvé

(their term is
“Extrant de
service”)

Définition
Extrant de processus correspondant à un résultat direct livré à un usager.
Commentaires
NOTE : On peut identifier des patrons de processus de production et de livraison ainsi que
des mesures de performance pour former des groupes d'extrants de service. Un tel schème
de classification est proposé dans le MRSG avec 19 types d'extrant de service ou genre de
service rendu:
Changements déployés
Constatations
Crédits
Décisions et jugements
Déplacements
Interventions
Jumelage, aiguillage et liens
Nouvelles connaissances
Pénalités et périodes de sanction
Périodes d'accord
Périodes d'autorisation
Périodes de protection
Règles
Rencontres consultatives
Rencontres de protection des droits et de promotion
Rencontres de soins et de réadaptation
Rencontres éducatives et de formation
Rencontres récréatives et culturelles
Ressources

Service Output
Types

Note: see also the reference to the GSRM service output types in the definition of Service Output,
immediately above.

(their term is
“Type de
résultat”)

État
Proposé
Définition
Les résultats seront soit qualitatifs ou quantitatifs
Dans la mesure de la performance d'un processus, d'une activité ou d'une entreprise, il existe
une différence essentielle entre la production ( output), qui est une mesure interne, et le
résultat ( outcome), qui est une mesure externe. En effet, le résultat repose sur le degré de
satisfaction ou d'amélioration du bien-être du client. Par exemple, dans une activité
d'enseignement, la production est mesurée par le nombre d'heures de cours, tandis que le
résultat s'estime par le nombre d'étudiants ayant amélioré leurs connaissances.
Commentaires
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Trois  types  de  résultat  (outcome)  d’un service :
extrant (output) : décision documentée après traitement du cas (oui à Permis demandé)
effet (effect) : changement effectué dans le réel avec trace (émission et/ou livraison du
Permis)
conséquence : information répercutée aux parties intéressées sur changement dans le
réel  (publication  au  registre  officiel  des  Permis…,  facturation  associée  au  Permis,  etc.)  
Target Group

État
Approuvé

(their term is
“Groupe cible”)

Définition
Désignation des portions de clientèle d'une politique ou d'un programme qui consiste en un
sous-ensemble de la population (citoyens), des agents économiques (entreprises) ou des
agents institutionnels (Commissions scolaires, etc) pour lequel un besoin est reconnu dans
une politique et un programme conçu au bénéfice de ce groupe cible.
Source
~MRSG
Commentaires
Aucun
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Program Fields
No specifications for Program Field have yet been observed in Quebec, apart from the note in their
definition  of  the  term  “Need”,  above.  

Service Output Type (their  term  is:  “Type de résultat”)
Note:    see  the  documentation  of  Quebec’s  use  of  the  GSRM  service  output  types  in  their  definition  of  
the  term  “Service  Output”,  above.    These  types  are  also  documented  as  follows:    
Source: The text below has been copied from
https://intranetmsg.gouv.qc.ca/Wiki/MMAEG/a0ModelRefer/mAeg2007/vBesoins/Typeresul.html

Supply capacity to act
Funds
(Units of) ressource
New Knowledge
Enhance capability to act
Care & Rehabilitation Encounters
Educational & Training Encounters
Recreational & Cultural Encounters
Movements
Facilitate & influence action
Advisory Encounters
Matches, Referrals & Linkages
Advocacy and Promotional Encounters
Periods of Agreement
Regulation action
Periods of Permission
Findings
Rulings & Judgements
Penalties & Periods of Sanction
Periods of Protection
Interventions
Core
Rules (laws, policies, strategies, plans,?)
Implemented changes
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Process Types (their  term  is:  “Type de service d'affaires”)

Source: The text below has been copied from
https://intranetmsg.gouv.qc.ca/Wiki/MMAEG/a0ModelRefer/mAeg2007/vAffaires/Typeservidaffai.html

État
Approuvé
Définition
Classification des services d'affaires offerts par le gouvernement aux individus et aux
organisations.
Source
MRSG
Commentaires
PATRON DE SERVICE
Processus d'approvisionnement
Acquérir et inscrire les ressources
Adapter les processus à la demande et à l'approvisionnement
Adapter les processus pour tenir compte des imprévus
Configurer les ressources
Déployer géographiquement les ressources
Déterminer la provenance des ressources
Entretenir les ressources
Établir le calendrier du service
Inscrire et outiller les fournisseurs
Inscrire ou outiller les membres de clientèles
payer les ressources
Promouvoir le service
Protéger les ressources
Surveiller et atténuer les risques
Surveiller la disponibilité des ressources
Surveiller l'utilisation des ressources
Traiter les plaintes liées au service
Processus de planification
Affecter les ressources aux processus
Définir le cycle de planification
Déterminer les imprévus possibles
Estimer les besoins en ressources
Etablir des objectifs de rendement
Mesurer le rendement
Prévoir la demande de service
Prévoir les risques
Processus de prestation
Affecter les resssources à l'extrant du service
Déployer ressources voulues pour l'extrant
Déterminer l'admissibilité de la demande
Enregistrer la demande
Enregistrer l'extrant de service
Établir le calendrier et aviser les intéressés
Fermer le dossier de la prestation
Livrer l'extrant du service
Maintenir l'extrant du service
Ouvrir le dossier de la prestation
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Percevoir et comptabiliser les faits liés à l'extrant
Produire l'extrant du service
Traiter les exceptions du service
Processus de suppression/radiation
Radier des membres de clientèles
Radier les fournisseurs
Supprimer les ressources
Supprimer l'extrant
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Conceptual Model

Source: The diagram below has been copied from
https://intranetmsg.gouv.qc.ca/Wiki/MMAEG/index.html (click  on  “VOL_AFFAIRS”)
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Annex 4 - Government of Alberta (GAEA)
This annex contains the specifications from the Government of Alberta Enterprise Architecture
(GAEA). This is the official home page for this work:
http://www.sharp.gov.ab.ca/gaea

Definitions of Terms
Source: The definitions below have been copied from:
https://www.sharp.gov.ab.ca/search.cfm?category=2&type=10
- GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
https://www.sharp.gov.ab.ca/secure/search.cfm?category=2&type=115 - GAEA V2.2 (the next release, work in progress)

Term

Definition

Need

Status:
This term is not defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
A definition can be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in progress). Below is
the current draft definition. It is still revisable.
Definition:
A lack of something requisite, desirable, or useful to an individual or a group of people.
For individuals, needs are categorized as follows:
basic physiological (e.g. water and food)
safety and security (e.g. protection from physical harm)
belonging (social) (e.g. affiliation with others)
esteem (e.g. mastery of skills that gain respect from others and contribute to
higher levels of self-respect)
self-actualization (e.g. artistic expression that maximizes personal growth and
potential (Abraham Maslow’s  Hierarchy  of  Needs)
For groups of people (collectives), needs are categorized as follows:
resources (i.e. the need for resources to be able to act)
risk/threat mitigation (i.e. the need to protect against threats to the continued
survival of the collective)
mission fulfillment (i.e. the need to carry out the purpose for which the collective
was formed)

Program

Status:
This term is defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release) as follows.
A revised definition can potentially be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in
progress).
Definition
A recognized set of processes and delivery mechanisms designed and implemented to
serve the needs of specific stakeholders and achieve specific measurable targets. A
program is implemented through one or more services.

Program
Fields

Status:
This term is not defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
A definition can be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in progress). Below is
the current draft definition. It is still revisable.
Definition:
An emerging pan-Canadian standard set of 23 broad areas of need. They are called the
GSRM Program Fields. If they are used, on a widespread basis, as a classification
scheme, it facilitates the successful:
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modeling and design of business services;
classification and organization of business information;
discovery of service similarities and redundancies within and across programs and
services;
development of re-usable information technology components; and
development of re-usable processes and organization definitions.
Outcome

Status:
This term is not defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
A definition can be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in progress). Below is
the current draft definition. It is still revisable.
Definition:
Desirable trend in the level of a target group need.

Service

Status:
This term is defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release) as follows.
A revised definition can potentially be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in
progress).
Definition
Work performed by or on behalf of the Government of Alberta for a customer that provides
value as perceived by both the Government of Alberta and the customer. Services are
planned, developed, delivered and maintained by performing business activities.

Service
Output

Status:
This term is not defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
A definition can be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in progress). Below is
the current draft definition. It is still revisable.
Definition:
An output with characteristics that distinguish it from outputs of a service process in the
same context. These characteristics are:
o fulfilled  purpose,  completed  production  or  finality  from  the  service  provider’s  
perspective;
o fulfilled intent or full obtainable value  from  the  service  recipient’s  perspective;;  and
o repetition  from  a  work  designer’s  perspective,  in  the  sense  that  the  service’s  
processes are designed to produce repeated instances of the service output.

Service
Output Types

Status:
This term is not defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
A definition can be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in progress). Below is
the current draft definition. It is still revisable.
Definition:
An emerging pan-Canadian standard set of 19 distinct types of service outputs. They are
called the GSRM Service Output Types. If they are used, on a widespread basis, as a
classification scheme, it facilitates the successful:
modeling and design of business services;
classification and organization of business information;
discovery of service similarities and redundancies within and across programs and
services;
development of re-usable information technology components; and
development of re-usable processes and organization definitions.

Target Group

Status:
This term is not defined in GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
A definition can be proposed in the next release, GAEA V2.2 (a work in progress). Below is
the current draft definition. It is still revisable.
Definition:
A population that shares designated characteristics or properties
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Program Fields
Source: The text below has been copied from:
https://www.sharp.gov.ab.ca/secure/search.cfm?category=2&type=115 - GAEA V2.2 (the next release, work in progress)

Public Program Fields
(Socio-)Economic Development
Cultural Development
Educational Development
Environmental Protection
Justice
Legal, Collective, Democratic &
Human Rights Protection
National Security & Defence
Natural Resources
Public Health
Public Safety
Science and Knowledge Development
Social Development
Provider Program Fields
Public Policy, Planning and
Management Services
Corporate Policy, Planning and
Management Services
Integrated Delivery Services
Communications Management
Services
Human Resources Management
Services
Financial Management Services
Information Management &
Technology Services
Supply Chain Management Services
Administrative Services
Facilities and Assets Management
Services
Professional Services
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Recognized Public Needs
Need to organize, work, trade and prosper
Need for protection from economic crimes
Need for preservation of identity, history, tradition, values
Need to develop human capabilities
Need to enjoy and rely on the natural environment
Need for fair and just treatment
Need to sanction (punish) law-breakers
Need for recognition and protection of legal, collective, human, and
democratic rights and freedoms
Need for protection from insurrection, terrorism, international threats
and defence of freedom
Need to use/consume natural resources
Need to sustain/renew natural resources
Need for protection from illness and disease
Need for protection from natural and built hazards
Needs for protection from violent crime
Need for new knowledge
Need to overcome disadvantages
Need to help others and share prosperity and community
Recognized Provider Needs:
Need to address public needs and accomplish public goals
Need to shape the enterprise to accomplish public goals
Need to integrate service delivery from different program fields
Need to communicate with the public and with providers including the
government
Need  to  deploy  and  steward  the  government’s  human  resources
Need  to  deploy  and  steward  the  government’s  financial  resources
Need  to  deploy  and  steward  the  government’s  information
Need to ensure supply and  conserve  the  government’s  resource  
expenditures
Need  to  deploy  and  use  the  government’s  resources,  facilities  and  
assets
Need to maintain and steward the facilities and assets entrusted to
the care of the government
Need to comply with laws, regulations and best practices as an
enterprise
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Service Output Types

Source: The text below has been copied from:
https://www.sharp.gov.ab.ca/secure/search.cfm?category=2&type=115 - GAEA V2.2 (the next release, work in progress)

Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Funds
An amount of
money

(Units of)
resource
A unit of resource

New Knowledge
New knowledge
(can also be
called intellectual
property)

Recreational and
Cultural
Encounters
A recreational and
cultural encounter

Educational and
Training
Encounters
An educational
and training
encounter

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Services that
acquire or dispense
money

Outputs of this
type are used to
give the recipient
the power to act
on the intended
purpose of the
requested funds,
or to fulfill their
obligation to
provide funds

Services that
acquire or dispense
units of resource or
periods of use of a
resource (includes
labour, energy, land,
facilities, movable
assets, supplies, but
excludes funds,
information, rules—
the latter are treated
as distinct types of
output [services])
Services that
conduct research
... and produce
information that was
not known or
derivable through
computation or
procedural means
Services that
provide experiences
of a recreational or
cultural nature to
people

Outputs of this
type are used to
equip the recipient
to carry out
activities whose
purposes are
consistent with
the terms under
which the
resources are
provided

Services that
provide educational
and training
experiences to
people

Service Sub-type Examples
Fixed (standard terms)
contribution (e.g. fee
collection); fixed grant (nonrepayable); variable
contribution (e.g. tax
collection); variable grant;
emergency fixed contribution;
emergency fixed grant;
emergency variable
contribution; emergency
variable grant
Emergency consumable (e.g.
drug); Equipment for use (e.g.
computer); Period of
scheduled labour; Period of
unscheduled labour; Provide
Immediate standard revocable
tracked resource from stock;
Routine consumable (e.g.
water supply); Space for
disposal (e.g. land for sale);
Space for use (e.g. rented
building for accommodations)

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Appropriate
use

Provider’s  
Essential
Function
Dispensing/
collecting

Appropriate
use

Conveying

Outputs of this
type are used to
advance the
public good, solve
a problem related
to the public good

No subtypes identified to date

Innovation

Discovering

Outputs of this
type are used to
improve quality of
life, create
enjoyment, better
health, personal
growth, pride in
heritage,
awareness of civic
role, etc.
Outputs of this
type are used to
improve the
capabilities of
recipients

Pre-designed repeatable
recreational or cultural
encounter; Recreational or
cultural encounter designed at
time of request

Values
expressed

Presenting

Pre-designed repeatable
education or training course;
Custom education or training
designed at time of request

Learning

Teaching
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Care and
Rehabilitation
Encounters
A care and
rehabilitation
encounter

Movements
A movement of a
person or
resource

Matches,
Referrals and
Linkages
A match, referral
or linkage

Periods of
Agreement
A period of
agreement

Advisory
Encounters
An advisory
encounter (can
also be called an
information
encounter)
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Service Type
Description
Services that
provide social or
medical care or
rehabilitation to
people or that repair,
upgrade, maintain or
renovate property
and natural features

Services that move
people and
resources from point
to point (includes
energy, moveable
assets, supplies,
funds, information);
At one extreme,
energy, materials,
and people are
moved, while at
another extreme,
information in the
form of letters,
email, and
messages are
moved.
Services that match,
refer or link one
party (requestor) to
another party
(responder) and in
which the provider
has an explicit or
implicit duty to both
parties in the match
Services that
resolve disputes or
create agreements
between parties

Services that
provide an
encounter during
which data,
information, or
advice is conveyed
to a party or a
system; At one
extreme, a lawyer
advises a recipient,
while at another
extreme, a recipient
acquires information
from an online
database,
publication, etc.

Service Output
Type Usage

Service Sub-type Examples

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Restoration

Provider’s  
Essential
Function
Maintaining

Outputs of this
type are used to
improve the
quality of life and
health of people
or extend the
lifespan and
usefulness or
appearance of
things
Outputs of this
type are used to
overcome the
barriers of
geography and
distance

Response to an emergency
care or rehabilitation
requirement; Response to a
non-emergency care or
rehabilitation requirement

Scheduled transport and
standard route (e.g. subway
service, pipeline); Scheduled
transport and custom route
(e.g. limousine service, postal
service, email service);
Scheduled custom transport
and route (e.g. military
transport service, shipping
service); Immediate standard
transport and custom route
(e.g. own vehicle); Immediate
custom transport and custom
route (e.g. Apollo moon shot)

Delivery

Transporting

Outputs of this
type are used to
assist two or more
parties to meet
their mutually
interrelated
requirements

Prescriptive (computational)
match between a requestor
and known and finite range of
responders; Non-prescriptive
match between a requestor
and an unknown or partially
known range of responders
may require locating
additional responders as part
of service delivery
Immediate response—for
instance in dispute resolution
in potentially harmful
circumstances; Routine
response—for instance in
agreement renewals

Duty to both
parties

Matching

Commitment
of all parties

Negotiating

A standard advisory
encounter is any advisory
encounter where information
is supplied from a database or
through a prescriptive
(computational, finite) analysis
(either self-determined by the
recipient or determined by the
provider); A custom advisory
encounter is any advisory
encounter where information
is supplied after a skilled but
non-prescriptive analysis of
the  recipient’s  requirements

Information
quality

Advising

Outputs of this
type are used to
reduce or
eliminate
unproductive or
harmful activities
and enable new
or continued
beneficial
activities
Outputs of this
type are used to
inform
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Advocacy and
Promotional
Encounters
An advocacy or
promotional
encounter

Periods of
Permission
A period of
permission
... granted by an
authority

Findings
A finding

Rulings and
Judgments

Service Type
Description

A penalty or
period of sanction

Service Sub-type Examples

Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Persuasion

Provider’s  
Essential
Function

Services that
advocate or argue
for positions or
market government
policies, programs,
and services by
influencing,
persuading, or
increasing
awareness in people
Services that
express government
authority by granting
permission for a
period of time to
engage in activities,
possess or control
property or
resources, or hold
status, authority or
privileges
Services that
inspect, investigate
and analyze to
uncover information
and prepare findings
and
recommendations
consistent with
criteria and
constraints such as
the law, policy,
approved standards
and guidelines, etc,
or consistent with
credible opinion
Services that apply
rules and dispense
impartial decisions

Outputs of this
type are used to
bring about a
change in
behaviour,
decision, action,
etc.

Pre-designed repeated
encounter, such as courtroom
arguments or media
exposures; Encounters
designed at time of request or
delivery, such as direct
persuasion

Outputs of this
type are used to
grant rights and
privileges and
regulate activities

Recognition of revocable
privileges  or  status,  e.g.  pilot’s  
licence, landed immigrant,
heritage site; Recognition of
inalienable rights, e.g.
citizenship, marital status;
Immediate permission
granting special powers, e.g.
deputizing; Immediate
permission for an irreversible
action, e.g. search warrant
Repeatable and periodic
finding following a prescribed
procedure, e.g. safety
inspection, purchase
recommendation; Finding
prepared to a specified
requirement, e.g. crime
investigation

Ensuring
entitlement

Granting

Diligence

Investigating

This output type is
used to ensure
fairness and
justice

A routine ruling, e.g. a
scheduled court case; An
emergency ruling, e.g. a
declaration of war

Fairness

Judging

Services that
sanction, force
compliance, mete
out punishment, and
apply penalties

This output is
used to enforce
compliance

Standard pre-determined
penalty, e.g. a fine, dismissal;
Penalty determined according
to criteria or specification, e.g.
a prison sentence; Nonrevocable standard sanction,
e.g. loss of citizenship; Nonrevocable custom sanction,
e.g. provisional duty imposed
following a Special Import
Measures Act (SIMA) decision

Ensuring
compliance

Enforcing

A ruling or
judgment
Penalties and
Periods of
Sanction

Service Output
Type Usage

This output type is
used to
recommend
further action or
not, usually to an
authority with the
power to act
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Service Output
Type and unit of
output
Periods of
Protection
A period of
protection

Interventions
An intervention

Rules (laws,
regulations,
policies,
strategies, plans,
designs,
standards)
A rule
Implemented
Changes
An implemented
change
... may also be
called a project
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Provider’s  
Essential
Accountability
Vigilance

Guarding

Pre-defined intervention, e.g.
fire suppression; Intervention
designed to specific
requirement, e.g. military
intervention

Readiness

Intervening

Regular rule making, e.g. a
law, a policy, a plan;
Emergency rule making, e.g.
emergency measures or
actions

Reflecting
mandate

Formulating

Mitigating
risks

Implementing

Service Type
Description

Service Output
Type Usage

Services that guard
people and
resources from
threats. (Includes
land, facilities,
movable assets,
supplies, funds, and
information, from
threats; This service
type provides
proactive protection:
monitoring, warning,
guarding, storing,
eliminating threats
and reducing risks;
Protection is
delivered in the form
of surveillance and
guarding of people
and property against
real or perceived
risk, violence, crime,
accidents, natural or
synthetic hazards,
and includes the
stewardship
measures necessary
to ensure its
continuance.
Services that
intervene, respond
to threats and
emergencies, give
aid, and restore
order. This service
type provides
reactive protection,
which is delivered in
the form of an
alleviating response
to a specific request
for assistance for
people or property
experiencing real or
potential risk,
violence, accidents,
natural or synthetic
hazards, and
includes the
stewardship
measures necessary
to ensure its
continuance.
Services that create
or amend laws,
regulations, policies,
strategies,
standards, plans,
and designs

This output type is
used to ensure
the continuance of
the state and
society by
safeguarding
people and
property from
potential threats

Scheduled guarding of
standard threats to people or
property, e.g. building
security; Scheduled guarding
tailored to specific threats,
e.g. police escort, email spam
prevention; Emergency
guarding against standard
threats, e.g. fire alarm;
Emergency guarding against
known and unknown threats,
e.g. quarantine order, curfew

This output type is
used to ensure
the continuance of
the state and
society by
intervening to
remove or reduce
manifest threats
or mitigate their
effect

This output type is
used to govern

Services that create
new or elicit
changes to existing
organizations,
programs, services,
practices, systems,
and property.

This output is
used to establish
a different
operation of the
organization

Service Sub-type Examples
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Process Types

Source: The diagram below has been copied from:
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/docs/sharing/prov/alberta/GAEA_BA.doc - from GAEA V2.1 (the approved release)
See chapter 8 for a number of tables. In column 2 of these tables, the below has been used as a classification scheme to classify
the real-life GoA business processes which have been documented in column 1 of these tables.

Strategic Planning Activities
Manage Ministry
Direction, Goals,
Strategies & Plans

L1

Primary Business Activities

L1

L2

Manage Legislation,
Regulation & Polic y
Development
Manage Legislation/
Regulation
Development

Manage Program
Portfolio

Manage Program
Development

Collaborate With
Stakeholders

Provide Services

Manage
Program
Performance

Plan Service

Obtain &
Consolidate
Program Statistics

Implement
Service

Assess Program
Performance

Determine
Needs &
Objectives

Identify Target
Customers

Consult With
Stakeholders

Manage Policy
Development

Assess Current
Portfolio &
Alternatives

Understand
Target Customer
Needs

Establish &
Maintain
Relationships

Develop
Standards &
Guidelines

Select &
Recommend
Alternative

Define/Refine
Objectives &
Measurements

Identify/Develop
Partnership
Opportunities

Manage Service
Entitlement

Develop
Recommendations
to Address Gaps

Define/Refine
Program
Requirements

Align Goals,
Measures &
Expected Outcomes

Perform Service
Delivery

Communicate
Results &
Recommendations

Design/Refine
Program

Facilitate/Support
Partner Acti vities

Obtain Required
Legislation &
Approvals

Manage
Partnership
Performance

Communicate
Program

Manage
Compliance
Manage Service
Performance

Support Business Activities
L1

Manage Human
Resources

Establish & Maintain
Physical Assets

Manage Finance &
Administration

Manage
ManageProcurement
Procurement

Manage
Intergovernmental
Affairs

Manage
ManageTechnology
Technology

Manage
ManageLegal
Legal

Manage Security &
Business Continuity

Manage
ManagePrivacy
Privacy
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Conceptual Model

Source: The diagram below has been copied from:
https://www.sharp.gov.ab.ca/search.cfm?category=2&type=10
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Annex 5 - Municipal Government (MRM)
This annex contains the specifications from the Municipal Reference Model (MRM).
There are two versions. The Municipal Reference Model version 2 (MRM v2) is currently under
development. This is the official home page for the work:
http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/sharing/municipal/modelv2.asp

This annex will be updated to contain the MRM v2 specifications when they become available. In the
meantime, this annex reflects the specifications of the approved release, the Municipal Reference
Model version 1 (MRM v1).
Source:

http://www.iccs-isac.org/members/smsc/sharing/municipal/modelv2.asp
(MRM v1 – status: Approved)

Definitions of Terms
Term

Definition

Need

Status:
In MRM v1 (the approved release), this term is used (e.g. in the definition of Program,
below), without being explicitly defined.
An explicit definition will appear in the MRM v2 (currently under development).

Program
(the MRM v1
term is
“Municipal
Program”)

Status:
MRM v2 is currently under development.
This term is defined in MRM v1 (the approved release) as follows.
Definition
A management concept intended to manage the Service delivered to defined segments of
the public (target groups), or the public collectively, to meet a particular (defined) need or
accomplish a social goal.
A municipal program:
may encompass one or more related municipal services, e.g. the solid waste program
includes a number of services;
is aimed at one or more target groups, e.g. households;
has program goals defined in social terms with outcomes of public good, i.e. public
health; and
is either missions-drvien, e.g. recreation, or mandate-driven, e.g.: law-enforcement.

Program
Fields

Status:

Outcome

Status:

This term was not strictly defined in MRM v1 (the approved release). The initial evolution of
the concept is nonetheless in evidence (see page 58,  below)  in  the  MRM  v1’s  sample  
inventory of 20 Municipal Programs.
An explicit definition will appear in the MRM v2 (currently under development).
In MRM v1 (the approved release), this term is used (e.g. in the definition of Program,
above), without being explicitly defined.
An explicit definition will appear in the MRM v2 (currently under development).

Service
(the MRM v1
term is
“Municipal
Service”)

Status:
MRM v2 is currently under development.
This term is defined in MRM v1 (the approved release) as follows.
Definition
an operational concept where something of value is provided to individual members of the
public or defined members of the public (target groups) or the public collectively.
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Service
Output

Status:
MRM v2 is currently under development.
This term is defined in MRM v1 (the approved release) as follows.

(the MRM v1
term  is    “Service
Delivery Unit”)

Definition:
A complete unit of value provided during service delivery, e.g.: transit from one point to
another, an inspected building.

Service
Output Types

Status:

Target Group

Status:

This term was not strictly defined in MRM v1 (the approved release). The evolution of the
concept is nonetheless in evidence in the grouping into 15 categories (see page 58, below)
of  the  MRM  v1’s  sample  inventory  of  300+  Municipal  Services.    
This term will be more explicitly defined in the MRM v2 (currently under development).
MRM v2 is currently under development.
This term is defined in MRM v1 (the approved release) as follows.
Definition
the segment of the population that the Program serves.

Program Fields
An official set of program fields was not strictly defined in MRM v1 (the approved release). The initial
evolution of the concept is nonetheless in evidence (see page 58,  below)  in  the  MRM  v1’s  sample
inventory of 20 Municipal Programs.
Service Output Types
A official set of service output types was not strictly defined in MRM v1 (the approved release). The
evolution of the concept is nonetheless in evidence in the grouping into 15 categories (see page 58,
below)  of  the  MRM  v1’s  sample  inventory  of  300+  Municipal  Services.    
Process Types
A official set of process types was not strictly defined in MRM v1 (the approved release). The
evolution of the concept  is  nonetheless  in  evidence  in  the  lifecycle  stages  found  in  the  MRM  v1’s  
definition  of  a  Key  Business  Object,  which  is  “something  of  significance  within  the  enterprise  that  must  
be  managed  through  a  lifecycle  by  means  of  a  set  of  business  functions.”    This definition then goes on
to say the lifecycle stages are as follows:
Plan: the planning stage includes those functions concerned with establishing
direction, setting goals and objectives, and preparing action plans.
Acquire: the acquisition stage is concerned with securing the resources and
establishing the environment needed to implement plans.
Steward or Use: the stewardship stage is concerned with service delivery,
performance monitoring, and resource scheduling/maintenance functions.
Dispose: the disposition stage deals with functions for divesting the organization of
resources and terminating services.
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MRM  v1’s  Sample  Inventory  of  Programs  and  Services
MRM v1 comes populated with approximately 20 Municipal Programs and approximately 300
Municipal Services as shown on the following pages.
MRM  v1’s  Sample  Service  Categories
The services have been grouped into 15 main categories, with a standard set of activities identified for
each. The 15 categories are as follows:
Regulation
Permission
Advisory
Education
Care
Accommodation
(Municipal Resource) Access
Transit
Protection
Investigation
Grant/Subsidy/Imputed Fee
Commodity Preparation
Commodity Distribution
Commodity Collection
Disposal

MRM  v1’s  Sample  Inventory  of  Municipal  Programs
Community Protection
Cultural
Economic Development
Emergency Response
Environmental Protection
Financial Support
Health
Housing
Information
Parking

Property Protection
Public Safety
Recreation
Social Welfare
Taxation
Transit
Transportation
Utility
Waste Management

MRM  v1’s  Sample  Inventory  of  Municipal  Services
Program Name: Community Protection
Abused Woman Counselling
Abused Woman Shelter Counselling
Air Emission Control
Air Quality Monitoring
Alzheimer’s  Disease  Registration
Animal Care
Animal Neutering
Barbecue Pit Permission
Beach Access- Supervised
Building Code Inspection
Building Permit Inspection
Crime Victim Assessment & Referral
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Insect Control
Liquor Licensing
Marriage Certification
Neighbourhood Watch Patrolling
Noise Abatement Control
Noise Monitoring
Paint Booth Permission
Parade Permission
Pedestrian Access
Police Investigation
Police Traffic Control
Private Child Day Care Licensing
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Crowd Control
Crime Prevention Education
Crime Report Hotline Advisory
Curfew Enforcement
Dignitary Security Protection
Distress Hotline
Drinking Water Analysis
Fire Safety Inspection
Flood Control
Gang Hotline
Gun/Fire Arm Permission
Hazardous Material Spill Control
Home Safety Inspection
Industrial Discharge Inspection

Prosecution Support
Public Event Permission
Public Facility Inspection
Rabies Vaccination
Roach Hotline
Road Access
Roadside Vendor Permission
School Crossing Guard Monitoring
Soil Testing
Swimming Pool Facility Access – Supervised
Taxi Driver Licensing
Traffic Flow Control
Vehicle Emission Testing
Water Quality Monitoring

Program Name: Cultural
Cultural Event Coordination
Cultural Facilities Access
Cultural Heritage Designation
Cultural Instruction
Election Event Coordination

Historical Building Designation
Film/Motion Picture Permission
Tour Coordination
Tourism Information

Program Name: Economic Development
Business Licensing
Film/Motion Picture Permission
International Marketing
Job Training

New Business Recruiting
Tour Coordination
Tourism Information

Program Name: Emergency Response
Ambulance Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response Coordination
Fire Suppression

Paramedic Response
Police Intervention
Social Case Emergency Response

Program Name: Environmental Protection
Animal Neutering
Blue Box Distribution
Composter Acquisition Counselling
Liquid Waste Treatment
Night Soil Treatment

Recycled Waste Composting
Urban Forest Improvement
Water Treatment
Weed Control

Program Name: Financial Support
Abused Woman Subsidy
Art Grant Awarding
Child Care Subsidy
Commercial Area Assistance
Composter Acquisition Subsidy
Emergency Fund Granting
Employment Subsidy

Foster Home Subsidy
Home Winterization Subsidy
Legal Services Subsidy
Local Arts in Construction Subsidy
New Business Subsidy
Social Assistance Subsidy
Termite Control Subsidy

Program Name: Health
Addiction Counselling
Basic and Advanced Life Support Training
Beach Access – Supervised
Beach Access – Unsupervised
Bicycle Access

Intake Community Nursing Care
Medical Assessment and Referral
Nature Trail Access
Odour Control
Park Access
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Bicycle Registration
Burial
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Training
Cremation
Defensive Driving Education
Dental Care
Distress Hotline
Driver Training
Dust Control
Ecological/Conservation Education
Emergency Victim Assistance & Referral
Fire Safety Education
General Health Immunization
Handicapped Health Care Assessment &
Referral
Homebound Care

Potable Water Distribution
Pre-School Health Screening
Prescription Drugs Dispensing
Public Health Education
Public Safety Education
Reproductive Health Counselling
Reproductive Health Education
Roach Hotline
Stray Animal Collection
Swimming Pool Facility Access – Supervised
Swimming Pool Facility Access – Unsupervised
Travellers Immunization
Vehicle Emission Testing
Water Quality Monitoring
Water Treatment

Program Name: Housing
Abused Woman Home Accommodation
Abused Woman Sheltering
Animal Sheltering
Burial Plot Provision
Emergency Housing
Emergency Shelter Placement
Foster Home Accommodation
Foster Home Assessment & Referral
Foster Home Counselling
Foster Home Placement
Homeless Placement
Homeless Shelter Consulting
Homeless Sheltering

Homesharing Placement
Landlord Counselling
Medical Placement Coordination
Mobile Home Permission
Non-Profit Housing Accommodation
Non-Profit Housing Assessment & Referral
Non-Profit Housing Placement
Senior Citizen Housing
Senior Citizen Housing Placement
Senior Placement
Social Assistance Placement
Tenant Counselling

Program Name: Information
Alzheimer’s  Disease  Registration
Animal Registration
Bicycle Registration
Birth Registration
Death Registration

Election Registration
Library Circulation Control
Library Research
Senior Citizen Registration
Tourism Information

Program Name: Parking
Handicapped Parking
Park Access
Parking Lot Attendant Parking
Parking Lot Metered Parking

Parking Violation Enforcement
Roadway Limited Period Parking
Roadway Metered Parking
Roadway Parking Permission

Program Name: Property Protection
Barbecue Pit Permission
Billboard Permission
Building Construction Permission
Building Demolition Permission
Burning Permission
Development Review
Fence Permission
Flood Control
Graffiti Control

Mobile Home Permission
Official Plan Amendment Permission
Paint Booth Permission
Public Event Permission
Road Allowance Control Permission
Roadside Vendor Permission
Subdivision Permission
Weed Control
Zoning By-Law/Ordinance Amendment
Permission

Hazardous Material Spill Control
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Program Name: Public Safety
Air Traffic Vehicle Patrolling
Alzheimer’s  Disease  Registration
Burning Permission
Dead Animal Removal
Disaster Recovery Coordination
Distress Hotline
Drinking Water Analysis
Dust Control
Gang Hotline

Hazardous Material Spill Control
Hazardous Waste Collection – On Request
Hazardous Waste Collection – Scheduled
Insect Control
Night Soil Collection
Paramedic Response
Storm Water/Drainage Control
Stray Animal Collection
Vehicle Emission Testing

Program Name: Recreation
Aerobic Instruction
Baseball League Recreation
Beach Access – Supervised
Beach Access - Unsupervised
Bicycle Access
Field Hockey League Recreation
Football League Recreation
Golfing Training
Gymnasium Facility Access
Gymnastic Training
Ice Hockey League Recreation
Library Facility Booking

Martial Arts Training
Nature Trail Access
Park Access
Recreational Facility Booking
Skating Rink Facility Access
Soccer League Recreation
Swimming Pool Facility Access - Supervised
Swimming Pool Facility Access - Unsupervised
Swimming Training
Tennis Court Facility Access
Zoo Facility Access

Program Name: Social Welfare
Abused Woman Assessment & Referral
Abused Woman Counselling
Abused Woman Home Accommodation
Abused Woman Shelter Counselling
Abused Woman Sheltering
Abused Woman Subsidy
Addiction Assessment & Referral
Addiction Counselling
Adolescent Parent Counselling
Adoption Assessment & Referral
Adoption Placement
Bereavement Counselling
Burial
Child Care Assessment & Referral
Child Care Counselling
Child Care Subsidy
Child Day Care
Christmas Donations Distributing
Cremation
Disaster Recovery Coordination
Emergency Fund Granting
Emergency Housing
Emergency Shelter Assessment & Referral
Emergency Shelter Placement
Emergency Victim Assessment & Referral
Employment Counselling
Employment Subsidy
Errands & Shopping for Seniors
Family Planning
Family Support Counselling
Food Distribution
Foster Home Accommodation

Home Hair Care
Home Meal Delivery
Homebound Care
Homeless Assessment & Referral
Homeless Placement
Homeless Shelter Counselling
Homeless Sheltering
Homesharing Placement
Intake Community Nursing Care
Job Training
Landlord Counselling
Legal Counselling
Legal Services Subsidy
Medical Assessment & Referral
Medical Placement Coordination
Neighbourhood Watch Patrolling
Non-Profit Housing Accommodation
Non-Profit Housing Assessment & Referral
Non-Profit Housing Placement
Post-Natal Counselling
Prescription Drugs Dispensing
Prosecution Support
Reproductive Health Counselling
Reproductive Health Education
Ride Sharing
Senior Assessment & Referral
Senior Citizen Companionship
Senior Citizen Counselling
Senior Citizen Facility Booking
Senior Citizen Health Monitoring
Senior Citizen Housing
Senior Citizen Housing Placement
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Foster Home Assessment & Referral
Foster Home Counselling
Foster Home Licensing
Foster Home Placement
Foster Home Subsidy
Friendly Visiting
Handicapped Health Care Assessment &
Referral
Handicapped Health Care Counselling
Handicapped Ramp Intersection Access

Senior Citizen Registration
Senior Placement
Senior Residential Care
Social Assistance Assessment & Referral
Social Assistance Placement
Social Assistance Subsidy
Social Case Emergency Response
Snow Shovelling for Seniors
Tenant Counselling

Program Name: Taxation
Business Taxation
Property Taxation

Retail Sales Taxation
Tax Certification

Program Name: Transit
Air Traffic Vehicle Patrolling
Airport Access
Chartered Air Transit
Chartered Bus Transit
Chartered Water Transit
Dial-a-Ride
Driver Licensing
Health Patient Transfer
Police Traffic Control
Ride Sharing

Scheduled Air Transit
Scheduled Bus Transit
Scheduled Commuter Rail Transit
Scheduled Ferry Transit
Subway/Light Rail Transit
Taxi Cab Licensing
Taxi Driver Licensing
Traffic Flow Control
Vehicle Emission Testing
Wheel Trans/Handicapped Transit

Program Name: Transportation
Crosswalk Access
Ferry Access
Handicapped Ramp Building Access
Handicapped Ramp Intersection Access
Pedestrian Access
Ride Sharing
Road Access
Roadway Illumination

Roadway Salting/Sanding
Roadway Snow Disposal
Roadway Snow Melting
Roadway Snow Removal
Sidewalk Illumination
Traffic Flow Control
Traffic Signal Control
Underground/Above Ground Walkway Access

Program Name: Utility
Cable Communication Distribution
Drinking Water Analysis
Electric Power Consumption Auditing
Electric Power Distribution
Electric Power Generation
Irrigation Distribution
Natural Gas Consumption Auditing
Natural Gas Distribution

Potable Water Consumption Auditing
Potable Water Distribution
Storm Water/Drainage Control
Telephone Communication Distribution
Water Quality Monitoring
Water Saving Device Installation
Water Treatment

Program Name: Waste Management
Abandoned Vehicle Removal
Christmas Tree Collection
Dead Animal Removal
Hazardous Waste Collection – On Request
Hazardous Waste Collection – Scheduled
Hazardous Waste Disposal
Large Appliance Removal
Liquid Waste Collection
Liquid Waste Treatment
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Recycled Waste Collection – Scheduled
Recycled Waste Composting
Residential Bulk Waste Collection
Roadway Snow Disposal
Roadway Snow Removal
Sidewalk Snow Removal
Solid Waste Collection – On Request
Solid Waste Collection – Scheduled
Solid Waste Disposal
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Night Soil Collection
Night Soil Disposal
Night Soil Treatment
Recycled Waste Collection – On Request

Solid Waste Incineration
Storm Water Drainage/Control
Water Treatment
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